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Summary
Cytogenetic studies on workers employed at the Sellafield nuclear installation are reviewed and

their relevance discussed in relation to biological dosimetry and risk assessment.

Introduction
Dose response relationships for radiation-induced cancer are derived from epidemiological

studies of populations exposed to high doses. However, the classical epidemiological analysis of
workforce data lacks the power to establish whether the low levels of exposure encountered
occupationally carry any discernible risk to health and current risk estimates for low doses and low
dose rates rely on extrapolation from high dose studies and the application of a dose and dose rate
effectiveness factor (DDREF) of 2 [1].

Considerable in vitro cellular research suggests that the critical target for the deleterious action
of radiation is DNA and chromosome aberrations are one of the most thoroughly studied outcomes of
the conversion of the initial DNA damage to a mutational endpoint. Most work has concentrated on
unstable aberrations, e.g. dicentrics, rings, acentrics, since these can be easily observed, and the dose
response kinetics for acute doses over 50 mSv are well established. Indeed, following the finding that
for acute exposures the in vitro and in vivo responses were similar, biological dosimetry based on
dicentric frequency in peripheral blood lymphocytes has become a well established technique for
assessing the extent of recent acute exposures [2].

Cancer arises as a result of mutation in critical target genes which are involved in the regulation
of cell division, cell differentiation, apoptosis and genomic stability. Two types of gene have been
identified, proto-oicogenes and tumour suppressor genes. Dominant mutations that convert proto-
oncogenes into oncogenes resulting in gain of function are frequently achieved through chromosome
translocations. Such chromosome rearrangements are well documented and many exhibit tumour
specificity [3]. Mutations in tumour suppressor genes are generally recessive in action and result in
loss of function. They can occur by gene mutation or gene deletion, with some deletions
encompassing the gene being detectable cytogeneticall y [3]. Therefore, the types of radiation-
induced genetic changes which are consistent with cell viability, e.g. translocations, inversions and
small deletions, will be the important endpoints of relevance for malignant transformation. These
stable aberrations are more difilcult to identifi, although classic genetic theory suggests that they
should be induced with equal frequency and with the same dose kinetics as their unstable counterparts
[4]. Studies of A bomb survivors and radiotherapy patients have shown that cells with stable
chromosome aberrations persist for many years following exposure [5,6] and repeated cytogenetic
examinations indicate that the frequencies remain unchanged [6], implying constant replenishment by
cells derived from aberrant stem cells. The important target cells for carcinogenesis will be the stem
cells in the haemopoietic system and other organs but to date, the relationship between the induction
of non-specific chromosome rearmngements and the specific oncogenic mutations necessary for cell
transformation is not known.

Cytogenetic Studies on Occupational Radiation Workers .
The SeiIafield nuclear installation in West Cumbri% UK began activities in 1950 and since

1971 has been operated by British Nuclear Fuels plc. There has been relatively little turnover of the
male workforce and there has, therefore, been opportunity for men to be employed as classified
radiation workers for long periods of time and thus accumulate relatively high doses of ionising
radiation. Cytogenetic studies have been ongoing for many years, ”initially concentrating on
asymmetrical (unstable) aberrations. However cells containing such aberrations will not continue to
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undergo repeated successful divisions and therefore more recently G-banding and fluorescence in situ
hybridisation (FISH) techniques have been employed to identify symmetrical (stable) aberrations. [n
all the studies chromosome anal ysis was performed on peripheral blood lymphocytes at their first in
vifro division. Radiation exposures were measured by external ‘film badge dosimetry [7].

Asymmetrical Aberrations
[n 1989 Tawn and Binks [8] reported a study of71 radiation workers with cumulative radiation

exposures >500 mSv and 66 controls with no known previous occupational or medical exposure to
clastogenic agents. Cytogenetic analysis using conventional block staining was confined to
asymmetrical aberrations (Table I). The mean dicentric frequency for the 71 radiation workers was
significantly higher than the control value (p=O.001 ). However, when the radiation workers were
divided into 4 dose groups no significant difference was found between them despite the fact that the
men in group 4 had received approximately 2.5 times the mean dose received by group 1. Current
smoking data were available. No significant difference was found for dicentric f?equenc y between
smokers and non-smokers but when a heavy smoker group, comprising men who admitted to smoking
>20 cig~ettesper day, was compared to the remainder a significant increase was seen for both

controls and the pooled exposed workers. Dicentric tlequency rose from 0.34~0.24x103/cell to
2.80~2.00x10-’/cell in the controls (p=O.05) and from 2.42~0.29x103/cell to 4.71~0.82x103/cell in the
radiation workers (p=O.01 ). There is some evidence to suggest that dicentrics are lost from the
peripheral blood with a half-life of approximately 3 years [9]. The dose accumulation pattern for
each worker was examined and the annual doses weighted for a 3 year half life and summed to give
an equivalent acute dose at time of blood sampling. This was used to establish a dose response for
dicentrics. A slope of 1.57-&O.20x102/Sv was found when the effect of heavy smoking was
considered and 1.44&0.20x 1021SVwhen heavy smoking was not taken into account.

Table I Asymmetrical Aberration Frequencies

Group Control 1 2 3 4 Total Radiation
Workers

No, of individuals
Mean age (y)
Mean total dose (mSv)
(range)
Mean radiation work (y)
(range)
Smokers (V.)

Dicentrics/cell~S.E.x 103
Acentrics/cell~S.E.x 103

66 15
40.2 49.5

. 560
(510-580)

.
(1;:3)

33 60
0.61@30 2.80-@.61
2.12$.57 5.47-&3.85

23
55.5
750

(630-840)

(2?33)
61

2.52@47
3.39@.54

16
56.4
950

(900-1000)

(2;~31)
44

3.25@.64
2.259.53

17
57.0
1230

(1020-1610)

(2:30)
65

3.06+j3.60
2.71~,56

71
54.7
870

(510-1610)

(1:33)
58

2.87fl.28
3.41fl.31

G-Banding Analysis “
The accurate detection of symmetrical aberrations using a G-banding technique is technically

demanding and time consuming. Nevertheless interest in establishing a genetic marker for the
cumulative effect of chronic low dose radiation led to the study of the 38 radiation workers who
comprised the 2 lower dose categories of the previous dicentric study. However, when evaluating
frequencies of stable aberrations in relation to radiation exposure the identification of any lifestyle
factors involving clastogenic exposure is important since the frequency is likely to reflect a lifetime’s
exposure to genotoxins. Smoking and age are” both significant factors affecting stable aberration

frequencies [10, 11] and therefore the G-banding data fkm the 2 radiation worker groups was
compared to a subset with the same age profile from a larger study on background frequencies and the
data for smokers and non-smokers artalysed separately (Table II). “me small control smoker group
and the inability to quanti~ lifetime smoking habits made it diflicult to deduce anything from the
smoking data. The non-smokers demonstrated an increase in dicentrics with increasing dose which
did not reach significance but a significant increase with dose was found for translocations (p=O.05)

,
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and for total symmetrical aberrations (p=O.O1). Indeed a dose response for translocations of 1.54~
0.02X 10-ZR%can be derived from the means of the 3 groups but this simplistic approach hides the
variability in the data.

Table II G-banding Aberration Frequencies

Non-smokers Smokers

Group Control 1 2 Control 1 2

No. of individuals 20 6 9 8 9 14
Mean age (y) 51.0 49.5 55.4 52.3 49.2 55.1
Mean total dose (mSv) . 550 750 560 750
(range) (510-580) (690-800) - (530-580) (630-840)
Mean radiation work (y) . 26.3 30.6 . 23.0 27.9
(range) (19-33) (26-33) (13-31) (21-32)
Dicentrics/cell~S.E. x 103 2.0~1.41 3.3312.36 4.44~2.2 1 0 7.78~2.94 2.86~1.43
Translocations/cell~S.E.x10-3 5.00z2.24 13.33~4.71 16.67~4.30 20.0&7.07 13.3323.85 18.57~3.64
Terminal deletions/cell~x 10-3 1.OO~l.OO 1.67~1.67 4.44~2.21 5,00~3.54 2.2221.47 2.14~1.24
Asym exchangedcell~S. E.x103 2.00~1.41 5.00~2.89 4.44~2.21 o 10.00~3.33 4.29~1.75
Sym exchangeslcell~S.E.x10’ 8.00~2.83 13.33~4.71 25.56~5.33 25.00~7.91 16.67~4.30 22.86~4.04

Chromosome Painting by FISH
The work described above led to a further collaborative study of a larger group using G-

banding and FISH chromosome painting. Tucker et al have recently reported the chromosome
painting data [12 ]. Samples from81 radiation workers, 23 with minimal exposure (<50 mSv) and 58
with exposures ranging from 173 to 1108 mSv, all but 3 being >500 mSv, were examined. Since the
painting technique only allows a fraction of all chromosome exchanges to be identified, the results
were converted to frequencies for the whole genome. For data analysis the men were evaluated in 5
dose categories (Table III). The mean stable aberration frequencies showed a significant increase
with dose categoty (p=O.032) and with cumulative dose when dose was treated as a continuous
variable (p=O.O15). When dose and smoking status were considered, a dose response for stable
aberrations of 0.79~0.22x 102/Sv was derived. No significant increase was found for dicentrics. Thus
fewer stable aberrations per Sv were observed in these men exposed within permitted limits over
several decades than were observed in people receiving acute exposure from the Japanese A-bombs.

Table HI Chromosome Analysis by FISH Chromosome Painting

Group 1 2 3 4 5’

No. of individuals 23 12 Is 16 15

No. of smokers “ 10 6. 6 5 5

Mean ag@.E. 54.4~1.6 . 51.1~1.9 56.321.3 53.4~1<4 57.6~.7

Mean total dose@.E. (mSv) 9.422.1 456.J~41.O 603.9~8.4 708.2L8.3 857.8$27.1

(range) (l-46) (173-558) (565-653) (660-759) (768-1108)

Mean radiation work (y) 14.3~2.2 29.*2.2 32.9yl.l 31.8~1.l 35.59.6

Stable abemations/cell~S.E.x10’ 7.4~1.3 .8.6~2.4 lo.5~1.9 12.4~2.l 13.9~2.5

Dicentrics/cell~S.E.x 103 1.6&14 1.Ofl.6 1.l@.3 1.7$.6 1.3fi.5

.

The most comprehensive A-bomb data comes from a study using conventional staining and DS86
kerrna doses, with statistical analysis based on the percentage of oells carrying at least one stable
aberration [13]. The analysis applied to the Sellafield data gives vimally equivalent results because
few cells had more than one stable aberration. The slopes of the dose response curves are 5.6+J3.3x

102/Sv and 4.~.4x102/Sv for Hiroshima and Nagasaki respectively. Dividing these by the
observation of 0.79&22x 10-2/Sv obtained from the Sellafield study results in DDREF estimates of
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7.0~2.6 and 5.0~1.5 respectively. These data provide direct human in vivo information, on a
permanent and stable endpoint confirming that the effects of radiation delivered at low dose rates are

smaller than comparable doses given in a short period of time.

conclusions
Our studies on occupationally exposedradiationworkers confirm that chromosome aberration

analysis is a valid method of monitoring radiation exposure. Dicentric frequency provides a good
method of dose assessment for acute exposures of recent occurrence whereas translocations, which
persist and accumulate, can indicate exposures over many years. For risk assessment however, the
challenge is to define the relationship between the dose response for the non-specific chromosome
aberrations reported in these studies and the dose response for the induction and persistence of cancer
initiating rearrangements.
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